Posterior tibial nerve and median nerve somatosensory evoked potential monitoring during carotid endarterectomy.
Somatosensory evoked potential (SSEP) monitoring using the median nerve (MN) modality during carotid endarterectomy is well established. This study assessed the usefulness of monitoring the posterior tibial nerve (PTN) SSEP as an adjunct to MNSSEP for detection of cerebral ischemia and as an indicator for the insertion of a shunt in patients undergoing a carotid endarterectomy. All patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy during three years who had routine bilateral MNSSEP were also monitored with bilateral PTNSSEP. Patients received a shunt if there was a significant change (> 50% decrease in amplitude of cortical peak (N20) in the MNSSEP after cross clamping. The incidence, timing, and duration of all PTNSSEP changes were compared to MNSSEP changes. One hundred fifty-three patients were studied. Significant changes in MNSSEP after cross clamp lead to insertion of a shunt in six patients. Changes in PTNSSEP occurred at almost the same time in three patients, four minutes before MNSSEP in one, three minutes later in one and no change in one patient. Good quality baseline tracings were obtained in 99% MNSSEP as compared to 88% PTNSSEP (P < 0.05). New postoperative neurological deficits occurred in four patients (2.6%), only one had significant evoked potential changes. Monitoring of PTNSSEP is feasible and may be considered for an adjunct to MNSSEP or as an alternative modality if there are difficulties with MNSSEP. However, there may be a greater incidence of poor quality baseline tracings for PTNSSEP.